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Heat pumps
– solar heating made efficient
The essential advantage of a heat pump is that it collects energy from
low-temperature sources – ground, rock, rivers and lakes, and ambient air,
which are heated by the sun and therefore are renewable energy sources
– or from industrial waste heat, and raises the temperature to a useful level.
This process requires energy to run the compressor motor; this energy
however, together with the energy collected in the evaporator, is transported by the refrigerant to the condenser and becomes useful heating energy.
A heat pump is often also used to balance thermal surpluses and deficits. This can be done in different-sized networks, such as within a building, a factory or a community. Combined with energy storage, this allows
collected energy to be saved for when it is needed. A ground-source heat
pump can, for example, use during winter the energy delivered by sunlight
the previous summer.

Fig 1. 1 = 3 + 2
Heat pumps are
clever things
– in principle you
pay for 1 kWh of
electricity and get
3-5 kWh of heat
and 2-4 kWh of
cooling.
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InfraCity, a
modern office
and conference
complex in North
Stockholm,
uses advanced
heat-pumping
technology to
achieve high energy
efficiency.
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An aquifer system uses several energy wells. During summer, cold water is gathered from one well to chill the building. This warms the water,
which is then pumped to another well where it can be stored until heating
water is needed during the winter. Heat pumps are used to supply additional cooling or heating energy when the well water is insufficient.

Heating and cooling
– the system is the same
A traditional heat pump is built the same way as a refrigeration system and
comprises the same main components: a heat-collecting part – the evaporator; a heat-releasing part – the condenser; a refrigerant that circulates
through the system; a compressor that raises the pressure of the refrigerant
so it can release the absorbed heat energy at a higher temperature; and a
pressure-reducing device that takes the pressure back to the original value.
If the aim is to keep something cold, such as food in a refrigerator, this
is called a refrigeration system. If it is used to create warmth, it is called
a heat pump. Such a system can be used to cool one area and use the absorbed energy to warm another. Both aspects are often referred to as “heatpumping technologies”.
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If you heat a liquid
enough, it will boil.
And if you collect the
steam, cool it so it
condenses and lead
it back, you have a
closed system
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Fig. 2. Heat circulation
Heat normally moves from
a high temperature to a
low – in a heat pump it’s
the other way around.

This is the same
system illustrated with
technical symbols.
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Early and powerful research
efforts have borne fruit
The heat pump plays an important role in Sweden, providing 12 TWh of
a total energy use for heating and hot water of about 90 TWh. Sweden is
actually the only country with a mature heat-pump market, currently one
fourth of the entire world market. Heat pumps are proven, widely accepted
technology that Sweden has developed over many years.

Development started to reduce oil dependence
The development of heat pumps started seriously at the end of the 1970s,
with research heavily supported by public funding. This was a result of
the oil crisis of 1973–74, when many measures were taken to reduce the
use of oil for heating and to increase the use of domestic fuels – of which
electricity somewhat incorrectly was considered one.
Among the projects supported were the development and testing of
large heat pumps for district heating, built using different technologies.
These included the world’s largest heat pumps using ambient air as a heat
source (Fagersjö and Hällbybrunn), and large seawater heat pumps (such
as Lidingö and Visby).
Several different technologies for private homes were also tested, including different energy-well designs for ground-source heat pumps. Rock
drilling was expensive so ways of reducing well depth were studied. These
included the possibility of “recharging” the well in summertime using
solar collectors, or whether three collector pipes could fill the bore hole
better than two, resulting in a larger heat-transfer surface. The ideas were
numerous and the participants’ enthusiasm was great.

Environmental issues important
The studies also looked at environmental issues, such as noise from large
heat-pump installations built in connection with existing oil-fired districtheating plants. One condition for success was that people living near such
plants accepted the change. It was important to avoid NIMBY – not in my
back yard – complaints from the neighbours, along the lines of “It is good
to reduce oil imports, but do it somewhere else”.
The courage of several public agencies in supporting the new technology was the prime reason for the successful research into and development
of heat pumps in Sweden.
The use of heat pumps both for private houses and district heating was
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Researchers at the
IUC Ref Centre in
Katrineholm, a recently
inaugurated testing
facility. The Centre is a
collaboration between
the educational and
training institution IUC,
the Department of Energy
Technology at the Royal
Institute of Technology,
and the Swedish
Refrigeration and Heat
Pump sector.

picking up speed. But it was slowed again in the middle of the 1980s when
investment support from the government was abolished at the same time
as the oil price fell. Installing a heat pump was not as profitable any more.
The market ran out of steam and many companies left the area.

Heat pump competition boosted development
A long period of relatively low investment followed until a private-home
heat pump competition was set up in 1994. This attracted great interest
and a large number of companies took part. While the competition was underway the use of CFC and HCFC refrigerants were decided to be phased
out in Sweden, so the competition rules were changed to require other,
more environmentally friendly refrigerants. The participants had to follow
the new rules but did not have the time, knowledge or testing facilities to
check whether the compressors and other components were compatible
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with the new refrigerants. In most cases they were not, which led to problems, breakdowns and insurance costs. Yet this competition placed new
focus on heat pumps and led development to today’s booming market.

Jointly financed research led to success
The first joint research programme, Alternative Refrigerants, was started
in 1995 together with industry. One of the postgraduate projects then started dealt with the design and lubrication of compressor bearings. This successful problem-solving and knowledge-increasing co-operation between
industry and universities was
followed by two more programmes, Climate 21 and effSys, over the next 10 years,
jointly financed by the Swedish Energy Agency and some
50 companies and organisations.
This built up knowledge in
the industry, universities and
consultancy companies – and
formed the basis for continued, successful development.
EFF-SYS, FINAL REPORT
A mature market developed
without any subsidies or investment grants since the mid 1980ies.
The International Energy Agency’s Heat Pump Centre is located in Sweden since 2004. This is evidence of an international acceptance of Swedish
proficiency in this field.

”…energy collected from
all heat pump installations
in Sweden, would pay for
all public funding of
heat pump research since
1975, in just four days…”

Heat pump research
– a profitable public investment
From the taxpayers’ point of view, heat pump research has been quite fruitful. Simple estimates based on the current electricity price to consumers,
show that the value of the energy collected from all heat pump installations
in Sweden, would pay for all public funding of heat pump research since
1975, in just four days. The same report indicates that the energy collected
from heat pumps would pay for all of Sweden’s public energy research
since 1975, in about two years.
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Heat pumps play an important
role in the community
The early development of large demonstration plants, partly financed by
government grants, was followed by a large number of commercial heat
pumps connected to district-heating systems. These units often reached up
to 10 MW in size, which more or less became standard. A number of these
units were then combined to form a plant of suitable size.
These systems utilised heat resources that were not normally used, such
as treated sewage water, energy from waste incineration plants and waste
heat from cooling systems in buildings connected to district-cooling networks. And this energy was used both for heating and cooling buildings by
transferring surpluses to counterbalance deficits.

District heating from sewage, waste and seawater
Two plants supplying the district-heating systems in Stockholm use heat
pumps based on different principles.
In the Värta plant (heating power 260 MW and cooling power 48 MW),
seawater from Värtan, a bay of the Baltic Sea off Stockholm, is used as
heat source. The water temperature ca be as low as +2 °C in wintertime.

The Värta Heat Pump
Plant is built on a raft.
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The Hammarby plant has a heating
power of 225 MW and cooling
power of 40 MW and uses treated
sewage water.
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The water is brackish with a very low salt content, which places corrosion-resistance demands on the evaporator side. The Climate-21 project
included studies and tests of the flat spray-evaporator plates with new refrigerants.
The plant also delivers district cooling via a separate distribution network. This uses waste heat from the connected office buildings, returned in
the water to the plant where it is used to boost heat production. The nowcooled water is then sent back to pick up more heat from the customers.
The Hammarby plant uses treated sewage water pumped from the
nearby sewage-treatment works, to which the water is returned after being cooled in the heat-pump vaporisers. Despite the Hammarby plant being
located on the water’s edge, it is better to use cleaned sewage water rather
than seawater because sewage water always has a higher temperature.

District heating-systems can be used for cooling
in summertime
Growing waste mountains are a growing problem in many countries; major resources are spent on finding means for sorting and using the waste
instead of dumping it in landfill sites. Some waste products can be reused,
others can be used for new production (such as glass and newspapers), and
much of the rest can be used as fuel in combined power and heating plants,
replacing other fuels that have a greater environmental cost. This leaves
only a small remainder to be dumped. Using waste as fuel demands high
standards of maintenance and exhaust-gas treatment.
The electrical energy produced can be used to drive heat pumps outside
the immediate district-heating area. In the summertime, when less heating
energy is needed, mainly for tap water heating, the district-heating system
can instead deliver energy to heat-driven cooling processes. Swedish development of these systems has aimed to use lower temperatures (70–80°C)
than are normally used abroad when gas is used to power such units.
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Stockholm examples of
free cooling installations
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This photo shows
the river water
intake dating from
the 18th century.
The green-roofed
building is the
Foreign Office,
and the lower
house is the official
residence of the
Prime Minister.
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Fig 3. Fresh water from the river is brought to heat exchangers in the basement
of the Foreign Office. The secondary water is then pumped to other government
buildings in the city centre. When the temperature of the river water rises in the
summer, water chillers step in and supply the extra cooling power needed.
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The warship Vasa was salvaged
after 300 years at the bottom of the
sea. Perfect climate control is needed to keep it shipshape for another
300 years. Numerous visitors bring
heat and moisture into the museum,
where the climate should be as constant as possible. The museum uses
free cooling from the sea topped up
by heat pumps when needed.
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Heat pumps in homes and offices
Outside the district-heating areas, heat pumps have become a standard solution for private homes. Sweden has become a leading nation in this field.
Half of all heat pumps in European private homes, excluding air-to-air ones,
are installed in Sweden.
The introduction of exhaust-air heat pumps came early on as a result of
new legislation following the first oil crisis. One demand was that buildings
should be equipped with heat exchangers, cooling the warm exhaust air and
returning the energy. In buildings with balanced ventilation systems, the

Fig 4. The heat pump market is booming as energy prices
have risen
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Source: Swedish Heat Pump Association, Swedish Petroleum Institute
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Fig 5. Private Home Heating
Private homes in Sweden are often heated by a
ground-source heat pump. Typical depth of the
bore hole is 100–150 m.

energy was exchanged between the warm exhaust air from the building
and the cold supply air. Buildings with only exhaust-air ventilation, the
most common type for private homes, were instead equipped with exhaustair heat pumps that heated radiators and tap water. This technology has
been further developed and today 90% of all new private homes in Sweden
are equipped with exhaust-air heat pumps.
The other standard solution, which has become increasingly common,
is the ground-source heat pump, both for free-standing homes and larger
buildings. The advantage is that the heat source – in this case, the rock
– maintains a relatively constant annual temperature compared with the
ambient air. If the building is also designed with a low-temperature heating system, such as under-floor heating, the result is an extremely efficient
system with a high COP (coefficient of performance).

Heat pumps are a standard solution for
private homes
Home owners now accept heat pumps as a standard solution because the
technology has been developed thoroughly and is seen as both reliable and
sustainable. Earlier teething problems related to the use of new refrigerants
have since been solved. There are few operational problems today considering the large installed base, and these mainly concern imported air-air
heat pumps that are not adapted for a Nordic climate and have been neither
professionally dimensioned nor installed.
Research in this field – in co-operation with industry and with public funding – was initially aimed at finding technical solutions using new
refrigerants that are less harmful for the ozone layer. Generally accepted
tools for dimensioning and simulation were developed later in parallel
with studies of components and systems.
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Fig. 6. The Aquifer of Frösundavik
In an aquifer system the flow of the water from the wells is reversed between summer and winter.
This system provides cooling and heating when needed for the Scandinavian Airlines headquarters in Stockholm.
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Food refrigeration
Preserving food by keeping it cold represented the real start of refrigeration.
In the beginning, ice was gathered from lakes and rivers in winter, stored
and delivered to the customers’ iceboxes. In the 1940s, mechanical refrigeration and refrigerators took over the market. Food refrigeration is important
today for avoiding spoilage and food poisoning. It is important that the refrigeration chain is unbroken from production to the consumer. Refrigerated
display cabinets in grocery stores are an important link in this chain. The
food must be kept at a constant low temperature, but must also be displayed
conveniently for the customer. It is also vital that items are packed correctly
in the refrigerated counter so that they stay sufficiently cold.
Research in Sweden has focused on the energy-efficient store and the
equipment: one postgraduate research project developed an energy-efficient refrigerated display cabinets. Other IEA joint research projects have
developed and evaluated the use of CO2 as a heat-transfer medium and
refrigerant. Topical issues here include different designs for cascade couplings to avoid extreme working pressures, with CO2 providing the lower
temperature step and other refrigerants taking care of the upper step.

10,6°C
11,4°C

14,4°C

The food temperature
in a refrigerated
display cabinets can
vary considerably.
Temperatures that are
too high, damage food
quality quickly.
The picture shows a
display cabinet, overlaid
by a snap-shot taken
by a thermal imaging
(infrared) camera.

10,4°C
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Cooling for comfort
People often ask why Swedes in the cold North need cooling for their offices. There are several reasons: for a start, the buildings are extremely
well insulated to reduce heating demand in winter, and internal heat loads
from computers and other office equipment have increased.

Free cooling
To meet this demand, buildings and their equipment are often designed to
use free cooling from cold ambient air, from the ground and from water.
Free cooling can either provide a good indoor thermal climate on its own
or cover the base load, with a mechanical system taking over when required. Some examples of such systems are shown above.
Ventilation and refrigeration systems can contribute to equalising temperature and load differences between for example façades and interior
parts of the building, another application of the surplus-deficit principle.

Desiccant cooling – using heat to get cool
A plant room with large
supply air units and
plenty of space for
maintenance (InfraCity)
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A special type of desiccant cooling has been developed in Sweden. The desiccant is applied to a rotating wheel in the air-handling unit and combined with a
humidifier for evaporative cooling. Depending on demand and the outdoor climate, such a system can either work alone or as a first step. Advantages include
low cost for large supply-air flows, which contributes to good indoor air quality,
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Fig 7. The InfraCity desiccant cooling system. The intake air is dehumidified in
a rotary desiccant wheel; the air temperature then rises, but drops as the air passes
through a rotary heat exchanger; it is cooled by evaporation in a humidifier and then
supplied to the building. The exhaust air passes through a humidifier, picks up heat in the
rotary heat exchanger, and is heated further resulting in reduced relative humidity of the
air. This dry, hot air then picks up the moisture delivered to the desiccant wheel by the
intake air and then leaves the building.

and low demand for electricity compared with mechanical refrigeration. A disadvantage is a low COP compared with mechanical systems. The cost of thermal energy needed to operate the unit must therefore be very low; alternatives
include water from non-power-generating district-heating plants or solar-heated
water. This is an interesting alternative under certain conditions.

Mobile cooling made better
Air-conditioning units in cars and trucks are seen today as standard equipment. Leakage from these systems account for an increasing proportion of
ozone-layer depletion and greenhouse gas emission. One alternative to the
conventional AC system is under development in Sweden using CO2 as the
working medium. Further development of this multi-functional AC unit
could result in lower fuel consumption and reduced environmental impact
from both light and heavy vehicles.
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Fig 8. Heat-pumping technology is suitable in an ideal energy system for
community heating and cooling
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Biofuel and waste is used in the boiler of a combined power
and heating plant. The steam runs a turbine and a generator
producing electricity. The low-pressure steam from the
turbine is cooled and condensed by district-heating water
and then pumped back to the boiler.
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The district-heating
system supplies
heat to buildings
and to heatoperated chillers in
offices and shops.

Further away from
the district-heating
plant mechanical heat
pumps warm and cool
private homes.
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Heat pumps in sustainable
energy systems
Heat pumps fit well into future sustainable energy systems. They are well
suited for areas where housing is too scattered to justify district heating or
cooling, and where the use of biomass such as wood pellets for heating and
hot-water production is undesirable or cost-inefficient. This sector is quite
large in some regions.
As depicted in Figure 8, a future Swedish energy system will use district
heating with combined heat and power production for areas with dense
housing. Biomass furnaces are used where applicable, with heat pumps
– using electricity from the combined heat/power plant – for areas where
district heating or biomass furnaces are unsuitable.
Systems designed to use both aspects of the heat-pumping system – heat
to the district-heating network and cooled water to the district-cooling network – can have very low primary energy usage and can be very costefficient.

Tomorrow’s heat pumps will do it all
The heat pumps of tomorrow, and even those of today, can cover all heating
needs, without requiring any extra heating device in the system. They are also
capacity-controlled, self-adapting and fully integrated with the building control
system. The focus will be on highly efficient heat-pump systems rather than
“super pumps,” even though an efficient system needs good components.
Small exhaust-air heat pumps are extremely well suited to low-energy
buildings; they can provide hot water and additional heat. In such cases, a
small heat-pump system can be more cost-efficient and sustainable than a
very-low-density district-heating network or a biomass furnace. Highly efficient, small air-to-air heat pumps are also an interesting solution for converting buildings with electricity-driven direct-resistance heating and without
water-based heating systems.

Biofuel pumps may come in the future
Another interesting prospect for the future is the biofuel heat pump. Even if
the coefficient of performance may be rather low compared with electricitydriven pumps, the use of primary energy from sources such as wood pellet
or biogas will be lower than with direct burning. One barrier may be the cost
of the extra unit, the heat pump. Heat pumps have a promising future. They
strongly deserve a prominent role in sustainable energy systems.
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”My interest
is in the future
because I am going
to spend the rest
of my life there.”
CHARLES KETTERING
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Hot and Cool
– Heat-pumping technologies
for a modern society
The Swedish Energy Agency is working to develop sustainable energy systems in Sweden and abroad. One important
means is its funding of energy research, development and
demonstration. This research overview summarises and gives examples of important developments in the field of heatpumping technologies over the past 30 years. It shows how
this technology fits into various heating and power systems,
and outlines the research behind today’s modern solutions.
The essential advantage of a heat pump is that it collects
energy from low-temperature renewable or waste sources,
and raises the temperature to a useful level. Heat pumps are
also often used to balance thermal surpluses and deficits.
One example is ground-source heat pumps that use during
winter the energy delivered by sunlight the previous summer.
But heat pumps can also be used for cooling, an increasing
need in today’s modern office environment. The traditional
use of this technology is of course refrigeration. Heat pumps
are seen as standard solutions for Swedish private homes
today. The market is booming, and half of all heat pumps in
Europe, excluding air-to-air ones, are installed in Sweden.
Heat pumps have a promising future as significant contributors to sustainable energy systems.
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